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With the flourishing industry and expanding diversified economy, there denmark faces an acute
shortage of enterprising people who could handle procedure of day to day business as well as lead
the institutions profitably with their innovative ideas. The government is committed to providing the
economy with an influx of innovation and excellent trained Management expertise pool which could
lead on the Danish corporate sector through the global competition successfully. These
professionals are being invited by offering Green Card.

The priority list or the shopping list defined by the Danish government looks forward to providing an
impetus to the visa priorities in tandem with the local economyâ€™s needs. Danish corporate has never
been globally shy instead it is a leader in the global business scenario. Kind of management
personnel being sought are therefore dependent on their roles and jobs.

Applicant is offered a relief of foregoing the need of a applying for a work permit, which must be
essentially coupled with residence permit to seek employment and enter the country. An aspirant
qualifying under this category can simply demonstrate his financial credentials to support his stay in
country while he looks for a job. All categories under green card qualifiers can include their family
for visa, provided they have the ability to support their stay too.

Management jobs and title as listed in the priority list include

1.	Area manager

2.	Head of department

3.	Head of finance / Financial manager

4.	Head of institute/centre

5.	Head of purchase

6.	Head of school

7.	Production manager

8.	Shop manager

The minimum education requirements needed for Management professionals for Danish Green
Card is at least a relevant three years education at university level or business school level
amounting to a bachelors degree. As education is relevant to occupation, the aspirants can easily
score bonus points in Point based evaluation (PBS) under heads of

1.	Positive list occupation

2.	If the education has been carried out in a global level university

You also need to substantiate your work experience while submitting application for visa. Though
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there is no stricture to best qualifications on grounds of work experience but number of years spent
on job in the relevant field in preceding 5 years can return varying scores in the PBS of your
application.

If you have already worked or studied in EU/EEC or Switzerland you can score additional points on
grounds of adaptability benefit. In view of the government you are better adaptable to the working
environment and can settle down quickly in the surroundings.

Language skills in one of Nordic and either English or German and age are no less essential for the
people applying under Management classification of Denmarkâ€™s Green Card Program.
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Abhinav - About Author:
a ABHINAV Immigration is the World's leading Immigration and visa Consultation Company since its
inception in 1994. Abhinav is engaged in providing professional assistance to immigrants and visa
applicants applying for work permits, residence permit or a denmark immigration.
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